
Olympic Plate Storage

Space-saving design yet very sturdy, the Olympic Weight Tree Rack is best suited 
to a commercial gym, but will prove equally useful for home training. The Olympic 
Weight Tree Rack has 6 x 19cm long storage posts (for weights) and 2 olympic 
bar holders.

Price: £150.83

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/york-olympic-weight-tree-rack

Heavy-duty weights tree for use with olympic weights. Comfortably hold 600kg of 
weights over six oversized storage posts.

Price from£245.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/gymratz-olympic-weights-tree

Made to sit neatly against a wall, the Single Sided Olympic Weights Tree has 
three 30cm long storage posts to hold around 300kg of weights. Fully welded 
heavy-duty weights tree for full commercial gyms. Order along with your other 
GymRatZ gym equipment and have all the gym equipment colour coded.

Price from£190.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/gymratz-olympic-single-sided-weights-tree

Efficient space-saving design for over 1000kg of cast plates. Also suitable to store 
450mm diameter bumper-style plates, and, 4 bar storage. There's even a 
separate peg (pointing upward) for your collars or microloaders. Check out the 
image.

Price: £425.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/gymratz-olympic-weights-tree-bar-storage

Featuring a sleek new design, our Jordan Olympic Plate Rack is strong and 
portable - ideal weightlifting plate storage for your commercial gym/leisure centre 
or garage gym.
Made from strong steel with a powder-coated, matte-textured surface, this 
Olympic toast rack is available in Graphite Grey or..

Price £216.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/olympic-training-plate-rack
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New for 2020 the GymRatz Core Olympic Basic Weight Tree - 6 pin vertical 
loaded weight tree.

Price £395.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/gymratz-core-gym-6-peg-olympic-weight-tree

New for 2020 the GymRatz Core Gym Toast Rack Plate Storeage - Please call for 
details

Price £295.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/gymratz-core-gym-heavy-duty-toast-rack

Economical imported Olympic Plate and Bar Holder - Provides vertical storage for 
several Olympic Bars and 3 pairs of storage pins spaced to store full sized plates.

Price: £145.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/olympic-weight-tree-rack-import

New for 2020 the GymRatz Core Olympic Pyramid Weight Tree - 6 pin multi-faced 
weight tree available in 2 configurations

Price £279.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/gymratz-core-gym-6-peg-pyramid-olympic-weight-
tree
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